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Baar (Switzerland), 9 December 2015
Innovative sandbox approach isolates even the most sophisticated attacks

InfoGuard and Lastline enter into strategic partnership
Attackers are becoming increasingly professional and attacks are getting more sophisticated. Through a
strategic partnership with the world’s leading breach detection specialist, Lastline, InfoGuard is
establishing an additional line of defence. With Lastline's innovative sandbox approach, it is even possible
to isolate intruders which had previously gone undetected. The “innovative and adaptive” technology
impressed even the renowned independent test laboratory, NSS Lab, and it recommends the platform. The
extremely high level of protection provided is not its only convincing feature: the product’s outstanding
performance and very low TCO are equally impressive. It integrates seamlessly into existing security
infrastructures.

More and more companies are facing targeted and highly professional attacks which use sophisticated malware
technologies to break through even the most state-of-the-art defence mechanisms which rely on next-generation
firewalls, IPS and the first generation of sandbox-based solutions. In order to accurately detect such Advanced
Persistent Threats (APTs), it is necessary to simultaneously analyse the two essential components of the attack:
the programs involved in the attack and network traffic. Lastline has mastered both disciplines, enabling it to also
identify malware which is overlooked by other breach detection systems. To that end, the innovative concept
involves extracting suspicious programs and thoroughly examining them in the next-generation sandbox. At the
same time, network traffic is constantly monitored to detect any Indicators of Compromise (IoCs). These are
continuously updated via several different special databases. The independent NSS Lab is also impressed by the
innovative and adaptive security technology and expressly recommends the use of the Lastline breach detection
platform.
However, Lastline’s outstanding protection and excellent performance – even in the case of very high data volumes
– are not the only convincing factors: the platform also stands out for its exceptionally low Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO). The solution can be seamlessly integrated into existing infrastructures and offers comprehensive protection
for the whole company. Windows, Mac OS X and Android operating systems, physical and virtual hosts, services,
users, network infrastructures and Web, email, file and mobile applications: the entire IT infrastructure is secured.
New gold partner of Lastline in Switzerland
Federico de la Mora, VP of Sales, EMEA, of Lastline is convinced that “thanks to our innovative sandbox concept,
we also identify attacks which other breach detection systems cannot detect and offer customers significant added
value.” “In InfoGuard, we are delighted to have found an experienced and established security expert with a broad
customer base in the Enterprise segment in the Swiss market which is capable of optimally integrating and
operating our products in customers’ existing IT infrastructures.”

For his part, Thomas Meier, the CEO of InfoGuard, looks forward to further increasing the security of Swiss
companies: “Lastline Enterprise has redefined breach detection and won us over with its revolutionary approach
to detecting advanced persistent threats – which is also reflected in the recommendation by the NSS Lab.
Combined with our Cyber Defence Center services, we offer our customers extensive cyber security from a single
source.” On InfoGuard Innovation Day, which takes place in Baar on 20 January 2016, Swiss customers will be
given the opportunity to see for themselves the benefits of Lastline’s next-generation sandbox.
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About InfoGuard
InfoGuard AG specialises in providing comprehensive information security and
innovative network solutions. Its competences include customised services based
on international security standards, the development and implementation of technical security and network
solutions as well as comprehensive support services extending to managed security and SOC services
provided from the ISO/IEC 27001 certified InfoGuard Cyber Defence Center.
InfoGuard is certified according to ISO/IEC 27001:2013.

Further information concerning InfoGuard AG products and services, including all press
releases, can be obtained by visiting: https://infoguard.ch

About Lastline
Lastline is innovating the way companies detect advanced persistent threats, targeted
attacks on company networks and evasive malware. Its open architecture enables
simple integration into existing operational workflows and security systems. Lastline is headquartered in Redwood
City, California with offices throughout North America, Europe and Asia.
To learn more, visit https://www.lastline.com/

